June 1–5, 2015

Forensic Archaeology: field recovery methods

This course will cover applications of archaeology, anthropology, and forensic science to the location and recovery of human remains from outdoor scenes.

Attendees will gain experience in:

- Methods for locating and mapping surface finds of human remains
- Search strategies for locating clandestine graves
- Archaeological methods used for excavating, documenting, and interpreting grave sites

Course will consist of:

- 2 days of lecture and workshops
- 3 days of hands on field work

Note:

- Faculty permission is required to enroll in this course, E-mail ebartelink@csuchico.edu to enroll.

Faculty:
- Eric Bartelink
- Colleen Milligan
- Roland Wessling
- Georgia Fox
- Kevin Dalton
- Alex Perrone
- Brian Brazeal

Date: June 1–5, 2015

Location: Plumas Hall, room 117 and off campus locations

Course fees: $600

For more information or to enroll, please visit: rce.csuchico.edu/forensicarchaeology